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Introduction
In March, 1980, Jack Chambers and Alfred Bork sampled

974 school diktricts across the United States to assess the
use of computers in public elementary and secondary
schools. The 62.3% of the districts that returned the
questionnaires indicated that:
1. 90% used computers for either instructional or admin-

istrative purposes. This number was expected to rise to
95% by 1985.

2. 74% of the districts include5:1 the use of computers
among their instructional strategies. It is anticipated
that this will increase to 87% by 1985.

3. 54% currently use computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
in one form or another. CAI encompasses learner-
computer interaction.

4. Most computer-assisted learning is heavily concentrated
at the secondary level. Mathematics, natural sciences, -
and business and language arts use computers most
often.

5. Computer-assisted learning is expected to expand to
other high school fields, including the social studies,
while extensive use at the elementary level is also
foreseen.

6. Major obstacles to wider use of the computer as a
learning tool appear to be:limited financial resources,
lack of knowledge about computers on the part of
administrators and faculty, unfavorable attitudes about
technology, and inadequate computer - learning padoges.

Copyright 65 1981 by the National Council for the Social Studies.
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2 COMPUTERS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSROC1M

Financial limitations, while they cannot be overlooked,
will not continue to prevent schools from entering the
computer age: The 53,000 micro-computer system of
today is comparable to the 5200,000 computer system of
twenty years ago (Moursund, 1980). Debate over pur-
chasing computer systems for instructional use is all but
over. Most public school districts are now more con-
cerned with training their personnel to use newly pur-
chased or soon-to-be-acquired systems than they are
about monetary constraints.

The ignorance of many teachers about computers, and
about educational technology in general, is appalling. Few
pre-service teacher-education programs include computer
training in their curricula. Content specialists outside of
mathematics and the sciences may not even be exposed
to basic instruction about computers, let alone program-
ming skills.

This Him-To-Do-It booklet is designed to introduce
social studies teachers to computers and their potential
applications in social studies classrooms. The impressive
advances in computer technology make it imperative that
corn puter education be a continual process. This H ow-To-
Do-lt booklet should be viewed as a stalling point, rather
than as the final word on computers.

Origins of the Modern Computer

Simplifying complex tasks and using abstractions to
represent reality may have originated when people in
caves traded.goods and services among themselves. As
commerce and interpersonal relationships became more
complex, the need for devices to keep track of these
interactions became pressing. Probably the first machine
to record transactions such as these was an abadis.

Although the Chinese have been given credit for the
invention of the abacus, other civilizations developed
similar types of counters and recorders. It is important to
realize that the modern computer functions in the same
manner as the abacus. It manipulates data, stores informa-
tion, and allows the user to retrieve knowledge as needed,
andas with the abacusthe computer does only what it
is told to do.

The modern computer age began in the mid 1930s
when a group of English scientists, led by Alan Turing,
began to develop a general-purpose computer. Spawned
by technological advanfies made during World War II, the
Mark I, called the first Uktronic Brain, appeared in 1944.
Two years later, ENIAC, the first electronic computer, was
unveiled. A major technological breakthrough occurred in
1947 with the invention ..at Bell Laboratories of the
transistor. This allowed computer manufacturers to replace
existing vacuum tubes, which burned out very quickly,
with transistors. By 1951, the UNIVAC computer was
marketed for commercial use.

The innovation that made computer technology afford-
able to the mass market was the integrated circuit, which
made its appearance in 1965. Now complex circuits could
be imprinted on a single small silicon chip. As the use of
these chips increased, their costs decreased. Miniaturiza-
tion became more and more part of the computer
industry, and with it came development of the mini-
computer. Even smaller than the minicomputer, the micro-
processer, a single IC computer with a built-in computer
processor for limited applications (Poirot, 1980), was
introduced and adapted for use in many products, such as
ovens and cars.

As this is being written, .other types of computer appli-
cations with video-disks and interactive television are
being improved. We have just crossed the threshold
leading to ways in which computers will be used.

Computer Terminology -

As with other disciplines, computer science has its own
vocabulary. Listed below are some of the more widely
used computer terms. Understanding their use is a first
step toward computer awareness.
Algorithm: a set of rules, in a definite order, that pertain
to the solving of a problem.

Alphanumeric information that consists of both letters
and numbers.

Bits: units of information that signal to the computer what
it is to do. They are single digits in binary math. They can
be either 1 or 0.

Bug: a program defect in either the computer hardwareor
software.

Byte: a unit of information composed of 8 bits. The
computer treats this as a single unit.

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT): a unit for displaying information
similar to a TV tube.

Central Processing Unit (CPU): the section of the com-
puter that interprets data and executes instructions.

Chip: a rectangular or squ'bre silicon chip on which inte-
grated circuits are imprinted.

Debug: correct a malfunction in a program or operation.
Disc (Disk): a magnetic storage device resembling a small
45 RPM record. Soinetimes_called "Floppy_Disk"

FloW Chart: the way in which a computer program is dia-
grammed. It includes instructions as well as data.

Hardware: the actual machinery of a computer.
Loop: a self-contained series of instructions whose last
command directs the computer to repeat the entire
cycle.

Memory: the amount of data and instructions that a com-
puter can store. The capacity of a computer's memory is
usually represented in thousands of bytes by the symbol
K (8K, 16K, 32K, for example).

Micro-computen a digital computer whose processing unit
is a micro-processor.

Program: a set of instructions to the computer that directs
it to solve a problem.

Random-Access Memory (RAM): a computer-storage de-
vice from which a user can read.data and into which she
or he can write data without sequential processing.

Read-Only Memory (ROM): a computer-storage, device
that cannot be changed in computer operation. The user
can only read from this memory.

Sdftware: the computer program, and off-line materials
used with computer operations.

Terminal: hardware device that allows riser to interact
with computer. Usually consists of a CRT device, key-
board, and an input device such as a disk or cassette
recorder.

Time-Sharing: system where one or more terminals are
tied together and share time allotments from a large
central computer.
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Computer Hardware

'15 The hardware in a computer system is the actual
machinery used to operate the computer. The major
components invost systems are:

Input Device: the instrument used to get information and
data into the system. Usually this is a keyboard, a
cassette recorder, or a disk-drive.

Output Device: the apparatus that receives the input and
puts it into a useable form for the user. Examples are a
printer or a video receiver (Cathode Ray Tube).

Memory Unit: place in the computer where words and
numbers are stored and later retrieved.

Central Processing Unit: section of the system that inter-
prets data and executes instructions.

The major difference among types of computer hard-
ware is their capacity for storing information in theprimary
storage unit. Memory can vary greatly, depending on the
size and type of equipment used. For example, a school
system that is tied into a large central computing system
could have hundreds of thousands of bytes available to
students and teachers for various applications. Conversely,
the home and personal micro-computers vary from 4
bytes up to 64,000. While all computers. do the same
things, the larger and more expensive unite do them
faster, store more data, and have a larger variety of input
and output devices.

The computers that are most widely used in public
schools are classified as digital computers. These machines
use data that are in discrete units, such as census figures,
historical dates, and names of rivers. The other type of
computer, an-analog computer, deals with continually
changing physical phenomena. The changing courses of a
river might be one type of analog data These types of
computers are most widely used in space and military
projects.

The type of computer hardware that has become most
popular and recognizable in recent years is the micro-
computer. The low cost and portability of this system have
been achieved through the development of the micro-
processor, a small silicon chip (usually narrower than a
centimeter; that has imprinted on it integrated circuits
which store information.

The micro-computer system is composed of: an input
device (most likely a keyboard), one or more micro-chips,
a storage device for memory (either a tape or diskette
system), and an output device (a video screen, printer, or
both). Taken together, the system looks like this:

Input

Keyboard 0.10.1 Microchip(s)

Tape
or Diskette

Storage

Output

Video Screen
or Printer
(or both)

The great increase in micro-computer purchases is
directly related to the continuing low cost of the micro-
processor chips. This has enabled the memory compo-
nents to increase at the same time that costs to the buyer
have gone down.

A list of various micro-systems, with a notation on their
memory capabilities, follows:

System Memory Memory
16K Expansion

32K/48K

APF Imagination Machine X

Apple 11 Plus

ATARI 800 .

ATARI 400 X

Ohio Scientific CYP ,

.. Commodore PET

Sinclair ZX80 X

Texas Instrument TI99/4 X

Radio Shack TRS-80 (Model II I)

Radio Shack TRS-80 (Color) X

Radio Shack TRS-80 (Model I)

The cost of each of these (as of the summer of 1981)
varies from approximately $400.00 for the Sinclair ZX80
to S1,200 for the ATARI 800 and fRS -80 Models I and III.
As one adds on more memory and peripheral equipment,
the cost goes up.

Computer Software

Software comprises the'instructions to the computer
that tell it what to do. The software is written in a step -by-
step instructional sequence called a program.

There are two types of software: system software and
application software. System software organizes the com-
puter's memory. Application software is made up of
programs that complete specific tasks. Both types of soft-
ware are written in computerlanguages that the machines
understand.

There are a large number of "universal languages," such
as BASIC (Beginners All-Purpose, Symbolic Instruction
Code), COBOL (Common Business-Oriented Language),
FORTRAN (Formula Translation), and PASCAL, that have
been written. Programs using these languages can be used
on various types of computers and were developed
independently of the computer hardware.

Different models of computers, such as the TRS 7/9--
Apple, or the Commodore PET, use different languag s
and variations of the same language, depending on size
and memory units. Various languages can be used with the
same computer, providing that one writes a translation
program for them.

4
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Listed below is an example of part of a Test Writing
Program developed by John Warren (1980) of East Carolina
University.'It is written in BASIC for the TRS-80 computer.

TEST WRITING PROGRAM
10 To convert to disk use, remove apostrophe where

indicated and replace input #-1 and print #1 with
input #1 and print #1. Where input refers to a string,
convert to line input #1

20 CLS: CLEAR2000:1=1:)=0
30 Print @4 "COMPUTER ADMINISTERED TESTING

PROGRAM FOR THE TRS-80"
40 Print "TAPE #1 (DATA TAPE CREATION)"
50 Print"BY PROFESSOR JOHN WARREN, EAST CARO-

LINA UNIVERSITY"

Note that the type and ki111 of instructions given to the
computer vary depending on the task which it will be
asked to cosiplete.

,
Generally, the people who develop software are identi-

fied as computer programmers. They usually,have a broad
background in various computer languages. With the
advent of micro-computers, however, more and more
home programs are being written. In fact,.a major cottage
industry has sprung up over the past few years; groups of
computer users. have produced a potpourri of programs
ranging from programs for games to programs for teaching
basic skills. b

One need not be a programmer to use software. Thera
are many" canned programs" available and, depending on

e nature of the problem and curriculum to be dealt with,
these Will probably suffice. However, most people who

ve an interest in computers soon want to learn how to
tat or software_to_theft_own use. _ _

Corputer-Assisted Educational Management System,
Computer-Assisted Instruction,

-I\ and Computer-Assisted Learning

As e use 'of computers as aids to instruction has
exp

)
ded, so have the ways in which they are used. Most

.00ls employ computers in three broad categories: (1)
as management tools; (2) as means of presenting instruc-
tion; and (3) as parts of an integrated approach to learning.,

Computer-Assisted Educational Management Systems
( CAEMS)' are designed to provide:
1. Evaluation of entering students: Students using a CAEMS

program can be assessed to determine their proficiency
in various areas. Individual school districts can develop
criterion-referencedentry standards for either grades
or specific programs in that district and then can
evaluate students in a quick efficient manner, placing
them in the proper program based on their'entry skills.

2. Prescription formulating: When students' strengths
and weaknesses have been diagnosed by teachers
through the use of a management system, tentative
prescriptions can be made out by which to direct their
instruction. This gives teachers a base line from which
tojudge academic progress.

'This Jection is taken from an,article written by the author:
"Curriculum Management Through Computers," in American
Secondary Education, Vol. 10, No. 3, Fall, 1980, pp. 29-3

3. individualization of Instruction: The problem of incl.
vidualizing instruction to meet learner needs is one
that confronts every educator. A computer-assisted
educational system offers a range of advantages. First
of all, such a system can provide wide variety of paths
which one can follow through the course materials,
allowing for different levels of prerequisite skills and
different needs for repetition.

4. Record-Keeping: Another major advantage of a
computer-assisted educational system is its o rail
management capability. The computer can mom
score, store, and respond to a far greater number o
questions than most instructors could ever be expected
to. In addition, the stored information is instantly
available for use by both the, computer-assisted
educational system and instructor-counselors for the
purpose of giving advice or making decisions. Instruc-
tional prescriptions and curriculum materials can also
be constantly modified to increase their efficiency.:

5. Curriculum Development: Using CAEMS allows ongoing
curriculum development. Modification of materials,
based on student progress or the lack of it, is always
possible. Lessons can be added or deleted as neces-
sary, and modifications of curriculum for students who
will follow can be easily made.

6. Evaluation: CAEMS also provides a framework for eval-
uation that presents maximal information concerning
both the success of the-lessons or units in achieving
their stated outcomes and the effectiveness of the,
means by which they are pursued.

Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) encompasses the
learner-computer interaction. The student is communi-
cating with the computer, relying upon it for instructions,
guidance, and feedback While there are many varieties of

_instruction, the most common in use during CAI sequences_
are:
1. Drill and Practice: Exercises used to help students to

memorize facts or to master skills. grill and practice
use the computd in its simplest mode.

2. Tutorial Help: After a student has worked out certain
kinds of problems incorrectly, tutorial help from a

Ocomputer can remediate the student's weaknesses
almost immediately.

3. Simulations: The computer gives students models with
which to expeninent Simulations create a laboratory
within the classroom.

4. inquiry Modes: These allow students to ask questions
,within the context of the lesson.

51 Problem-Solving: The computer provides lessons which
feature problems involving a variety of solutions.

6. Computerized Games: A student can play against the
computer, another person, or himself/herself.

Within all types of CAI instruction, the rate of advance-
ment is determined by student progress. Teachers are
constantly able to monitor students' interactions with the
computer. The major difficulty in implementinginnovative
CAI has been the dearth of available software. With the
exception of large interactive systems such as PLATO,
most of the CAI classroom materials are very elementary
drill-and-practice routines. This situation should change
within the next year, as major publishing companies enter
the software field and develop a greater variety of materials.

Comp assisted Learning-(CAL) uses the computer
as of a total instructional package. Students use the

puter as an aid in solving problenis, reviewing, and
e aluating their progress.
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Training To Use a Computer,

It is paradoxical that computer technology has con-
tinually advanced and has become economically feasible
for most elementaryand secondary schools, while teacher-
training in its use has not increased. In 1976 only 6.8% of a
sample of 175. colleges of education offered a compre-
hensive program in computer education as part of their
teacher-training curriculum (Baker, 1976). While more
universities are now offering computer-literacy courses,
few pre-service teachers are exposed to instruction about
computers.

In a more recent survey, 94.4% of student teachers (out
of a sample of 227) felt unqualified to teach computer
literacy (Stevens, 1980). Seventy-three percent of the
group also felt that preparation programs should
include instructional applications of the computer as part
of the preservice. curriculum" (Stevens, 1980). The situa-
tion for the teacher already in the classroom is equally
disheartening. As'school districts rush to buy computers,
few Offer teachers the necessary inservice training to
Make the technplogy useful in classrooms.

A systematic inservice program that integrates a scope
and sequences of skills with a computer-literacy curricu-.
lum seems most appropriate to remedy this situation. In a
program of this type, skill development becomes a focus
for instruction. A central feature of this type of program is a
computer delivery system for a restructured curriculum
that facilitates individu'alized instruction that appeals to
both stqlents and teachers, is manageaple within a
struqufed\classroom setting, and has a salutary effect on
student, performance.

Implementation of such a staff-development training
program could begin in a one-week training effort during
the summer. Participating teachers would be instructed in
computer basics and would analyze their own classes to

sive follow-up of classroom activities would occur. This
effort could be accomplished in a five-stage sequence:

Stage 1: Familiarization with available computer hard-
ware, including immediate hands-on experiences with
equipment. Teachers. might become acquainted with
machine memory, storage capabilities, and input mecha"
nisms. This first effort would be of particular importanTe,
since it would help to dispel much of the mystique
surrounding computer technology.

Stage 2: A review of all available software in particular
grade and subject-matter areas. This review should include
the testing and evaluation of c!assroom software by the
teachers, as well as the reading and discussing of descrip-

tion of materials.
Production of software, especially for micro-computers,

has become a cottage industry in the past few years. As

more computers for personal use have been purchased,
ihdividual and local school district production of programs
has grown tremendously. While local software representa-
tives can demonstrate' their materials, directories of dif-
ferent software products should also be examined.
Examples of directories that collate materials and review
them are:
1. School Microwareproduced by Dresden Associates,

Department TCT, P.O. Box 246, Dresden, ME 04342.
2. Micro-Computer Software Catalogproduced by Op-

portunities for Learning, Dept L2, 8950 Lurline Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311.

The Lypes of programs currently available vary. They
range from introductory computer literacy programs to
those focusing on specific content areas, such as United
States History, Political Science, and Economics."Selected
'Sources of Instructional Software" tabulates companies
that produce these programs, the systems for which they
are designed, and the languages in which they are written.

-----identify-components-suitable_for_computerization. After Since Most schools are purchasing micro-computers,

they have completed the introductory activities, an inten- ---1.kheilh-afirriain=fram-e--computers; an-evaluation-form

SELECTED SOURCES OF INSTRUCTIONAL SOFTWARE

Program Material Covered Producer Systein

Computer Discovery Computer Literacy Science Research Associates ATARI or Apple II

Personal Finance . Consumer Ecohomics Radio Shack TRS 80

Policy Political Science" Digital Education Products
Group

Written in BASIC

POLITECOM Political Science Indiana University
Purdue University
Indianapolis

PLATO

Social Studies, Volumes I and II Social Sciences Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium

Apple II

Oregon United States History Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium

4,MECC Timeshare System

People Historical Personalities Minnesota Educational
Computing ConsortiuM

MECC Timeshare System

This sect.on is adapted from an article by the author, "Devel-

, oiling Computer Education Skills: An I nservice Training Program,"
inEducational Technology, Vol. 21. No. 2. FOruary? 1981.
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designed specifically for micro-software might also be
developed. Questions that should be considered for
inclusion orr this form are: (1) Does the program have a
management system? (2) Are there off-line materials avail-

able with the, rogram? (3) Is there an'evaluation com-
ponent in the program? and (4) How !Ong will it take
stu,dents to work through the program?

Stage 3: Teachers would review their curricula to note
where computerization is feasible. This is a very important
task, and specialists in the area of curriculum could be
brought in to help classroom teachers in this process. The
restructuring of various segments of the curriculum might
also occur at this juncture as computerization begins to
take hold.

Stage 4: Having begun to analyze their courses and

curricula for computerization possibilities, teachers would
next meet with a programmer. ideally, this person would
be available for conferences with teachers throughout the
school year. By hiring one such professional, schools
would relieve teachers of the onus of having to learn
computer-programming techniques completely. Naturally,

teachers couldand probably wouldlearn computer
language operations, but at their own pace and without
unnecessary pressure. At this stage, the major purpose of
having teachers meet with a programmer would be to
familiarize them with the capabilities and limitations of
computer technology.

Stage 5: Ongoing staff-development during the school
year through ail. observation and critique system with
local training staff would be the major follow-up activity.
The integration of skills and computerization would be
monitored within the context of regular classroom instruc-
tion. Critiques and evaluation of these activities would be

provided to teachers f'o elp them to modify theirteaching
strategies.

Using Compute in the Social Studies Classroom

Within the broad context-of social studies programs,
computer technology can assist in Many areas. For example:

Developing a sense of social responsibility.
Strengtilening decision-making skills.
Using information effectively in a democratic society.
Increasing understanding of the impact of tech-
nology, both historically and in the future.

Teaching in these areas through the use of simulation, role
playing, or games on cpmputers is not only feasible, but it

can be ongoing. An example of a lesson using computers
and social studies concepts and skills fol ws:

ELECTION PROJ ECTI*ONS

During the past presidential election, a twe h-grade
Government class became interested in stud g how
pollsters develop and use polling techniques to oject
election outcomes. With the assistance of an APPLE II
micro-computer that their school had purchased, not only
Was the clasi able to simulate how groups such as Gallup
and Harris do their polling, but it was also able to project
the outcome of the local election accurately.

First, the students developed a series of questions to ask
potential respondents. There were gleaned from items
used, by newspaper and magazine polls. Next, they
divided the city into tracts, using data from the most
recent census. Teams were assigned to certain blocks.

Households wete selected to be interviewed by teams of

students.
While this was taking place, other students were assigned

the task of writing a computer program that would use the
data being collected to project the sample onto the city as

a whole. Warking with their teacher, they were able to
complete the task.

Within this project, the computer was used as an analog

to ongoing classroom activities. It served as aqinformation
storthotge, a data analyzer, and an arbiter of decisions.
More importantly, it acted as a mechanism for solving a

problem.

This example shows the potential for using computers
in social studies classrooms. For the first time, teachers
can use all types of original databases, from voting records

to list of historical battles, within their classrooms. Besides
performing higher cognitive functions, the computer can
also help in teaching geographical place-names, group
skills, and basic factual information.

Several library programs using social studies" content
already exist, such as the Minnesota Educational Com-
puting Consortium's Oregon Trail Project. Various social
studies programs featuring role-playing, simulations, and
drill-and-practice sequences are now beingdeveloped also.

Besides using the computer in a traditional instruc-
tional manner, social studies teachers can also discuss the
moral and ethical issues surroundingthe useof computers
and the information generated by them. Within this
context, social studies teachers will have a large role to

_play. The values and attitudes needed to cope with the so-

called "information explosion" will determine how we
educate our society about computers and whether or not
we manage this technology properly.

Many social studies classes already discuss the nature of
privacy in our society. This type of discussion will become
more relevant as information about us and our personal
affairs is stored in -co m puteifile-s7Who-h as-the right-to this
data? Can incrviduals or the government collect items
about us without our knowledge? How will the computer
change our lifestyles? These kinds of queries need to be
examined within social studies classrooms.

The Future

Technological breakthroughs in the computer field are
occurring at a phenomenal rate. At this writing, one can
purchase a hand-held programmable computer for un der
three hundred dollars. A mini-computer that uses aTV set
as its output device is now being marketed for $199.00. In
six months to a year, we may lave a colormicro-computer
for under two hundred dollars.

Major companies are developing entire programs on
computer literacy. Other publishers are making efforts to
include disks and tapes for computers as part of their sales
packages. Intelligent audio-disks and interactive tele-
vision communications devices are already feasible tech-
nologically. The major obstacle to these items is their cost
and the lack of available software for them.

If one were to project the future of computers in the
social studies classroom, the key words would be "training"
and "software." More social studies educators must ac-
quire both basic computer skills and the ability to author
lessons for,use on the computer. We have a tool that can
be an aid to our teachingif we learn to use it.
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